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Abstract

Sharing health care data is a vital requirement in any modern health care system. Linked Stream
Data (LSD) facilitates sharing by representing the data in an uniform way. Surveillance sys-
tems collect and analyze large amount of data to detect the spread of a disease. As a result
of collecting massive data, such systems potentially unmask certain individuals, even in cases
where the consumed data itself is properly anonymized. We address this problem by proposing
a novel anonymization algorithm that ensures adaptive anonymity of data streams in two steps.
First, it suppresses or generalizes individual-related data depending on the amount of available
data. Then, our algorithm analyzes the long-term behavior of anonymized data and precludes
inference attacks between multiple data snapshots. This minimizes the amount of lost informa-
tion when data is anonymized. A result of the algorithm is that the incremental anonymization
approach produces less information loss than proposed approaches in the literature.
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Kurzfassung

Moderne Gesundheismonitoringsysteme erfordern die automatisierte Weitergabe von persön-
lichen Daten. Linked Stream Data (LSD) unterstützt diesen Vorgang, indem die Daten in ein
einheitliches Format konvertiert werden. Surveillance Systeme sammeln und analysieren diese
Daten, um die Verbreitung von Krankheiten zu dokumentieren und vorherzusagen. Eine Gefahr
der Verarbeitungskette ist, dass einzelne Personen identifiziert werden können, sogar wenn die
verarbeiteten Daten anonymisiert wurden. Um dieses Problem zu lösen, schlagen wir einen
neuen Anonymisierungsalgorithmus vor, der LSD in zwei Stufen anonymisiert. Zuerst werden
personenbezogene Daten auf Basis der verfügbaren Datenmenge generalisiert oder unterdrückt.
Danach analysiert der Algorithmus den zeitlichen Verlauf der Daten und verhindert so Inferen-
zattacken zwischen zeitlich verschiedenen Daten. Das minimiert die Menge der Daten, die durch
den Anonymisierungsprozess verloren geht. Ein Ergebnis unserer Arbeit ist auch, dass der inkre-
mentelle Anonymisierungsansatz einen geringeren Informationsverlust als der derzeitige Stand
der Technik aufweist.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Sharing health care data is a vital requirement of every modern health care system [76, 78].
A prerequisite of sharing data is collecting fragmented, distributed data in electronic health
records [53, 132] and harmonizing and integrating it to represent it in an uniform way [86].
To solve these issues, the Semantic Web Health Care and Life Sciences group1 advocates the
publication of clinical and life science data on the Web in a machine processable format, so
data services are able to link this data even it is hosted on various servers [16]. These services
release data as „structured data on the web and connected between different data sources, ef-
fectively allowing data in one data source to be linked to data in another data source“ [16].
Hence the released data is called Linked Data (LD) [16]. Using LD can increase the accuracy of
surveillance systems [49,57,106] by closing the gap between knowledge-level requirements and
autonomous collection of data in deployed systems [42, 91]. Such systems are able to process
large amounts of data by systematically collecting and analysing it to evaluate and implement
public health practices [115]. They aim to detect trends, day-of-week effects and defined sys-
tematic behavior [21] to support health care decision makers or start an action to reduce the
spread of diseases [42,49]. The day-of-week effect is a daily sickness value per week, „which is
defined as the number of people getting sick every day irrespective of whether they seek health
care or not“ [121]. The problem of privacy arises, when data is collected that strongly correlates
with individuals data, such as day-of-week effects [16, 96]. It increases, when highly extensible
data such as LD is used.
Our motivating use case is private health. In this domain, privacy has an important role due
to the sensitive nature of the data [96]. Medical applications benefit from LD significantly by
facilitating standardized access to data archives and frequently produce continuous data [110].
A conceptual view of a continuous medical LD system is presented in Figure 1.1. Individuals
select sources of the data, e.g. wearable devices [12] or social media [31] that will be combined
into a single stream. Data of the resulting stream is described in who, where, when and what
dimensions [103] and analyzed by statistical analysis components.

1http://www.w3.org/blog/hcls/ Accessed 29.4.2014
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Figure 1.1: Continuous medical data processing components

1.1 Motivation

Government agencies and health care providers reduces costs by implementing and develop-
ing efficient policies. Hence the interest in individual health related data has increased, be-
cause the individual is one important trigger in the cost chain. Consequently such data is au-
tonomously collected and analysed by surveillance system to detect cost saving potentials. If
large amounts of data are processed, the individual is unmasked by combining data of various
data sources [108] and therefore violates local privacy laws.
A community that benefits from this thesis is the scientific. Anonymization allows sharing
and publishing scientific studies while fulfilling legal requirements. As a result, the process of
searching and collecting scientific health data can be automated and will lead to new insights
due to the massive amount of available data.
Furthermore, a major advantage for individuals is the improved quality of public health services,
e.g., providing faster diagnosis and treatments. Additionally it is possible to improve the quality
of an individual’s life by predicting or inhibiting the spread of a disease. However, the individual
has to trust the system to monitor his personal health status. Then the system provides hints for
nutrition or advices for sports and the individual is able to adapt his life style accordingly [88].
To build a trustworthy system, the individual has to gain control over his data and adjust its level
of anonymity to his specific needs [108].
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1.2 Problem Description

Privacy is one of the major challenges of LD [16]. Currently developed solutions [69,101] have
limitations when introducing privacy to their data schemas after its release. The data from differ-
ent schemas „can be used to re-identify by linking or matching the data to other data by looking
at unique characteristics found in the released data“ [112]. Software has to guarantee that the
„view“ on data returns anonymized data. To achieve this, in a single data source unique charac-
teristics of every individual have to match at least k respondents [112, 119] to avoid identifying
combinations of several attributes through correlations or statistical evaluations.
The correlation problem of such data becomes even more challenging when real time data is
used. Temporal data may unmask the individual through an additional dimension. The naïve
approach of adding noise to data does not ensure privacy [60] and it results in noisy artifacts and
the amount of usable information decreases [119]. As a result, a defined window function has to
guarantee that different data sources with different privacy policies return valid data [5, 112]. A
window function is a function that returns data within a defined timespan [93].
A further problem of LD is that a particular query may return varying result sets, e.g. when new
data is processed by a stream. This non deterministic property of LD allows to collect data and
potentially unmasks individuals. To ensure privacy, each query has to return the same result set,
or the result set has to be checked for constraint violations in a maximum delay of the output
data [23].

1.3 Research Questions

Three constraints conclude the issues of ensuring privacy of LD [23].

• Anonymization: Each individual related data is anoymized and indistinguishable from
other individuals [84]

• Time: Data has to be released after a defined timespan otherwise data is invalid or leads to
invalid assumptions.

• Utility: Utility is maximized, depending on target application and data [84].

An opponent of anonymitzation is utility. It is defined as amount of data used for post processing
and the number of records that satisfy a certain property [18, 95].

Research Question 1. How is it possible to anonymize health related Linked Stream Data con-
sidering time and utility constraints ?

The objective of the thesis balances between anonymization and utility with a higher priority on
anonymization. When the issues are balanced, can anonymization be ensured when it is scaled
to multiple data sources? Consequently the second research question is formulated as:

Research Question 2. Does redistributing of various data sources violate the constraints from
research question 1 ?
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Based on the first research question, the thesis is organized into two parts. The first two chapters
discuss background and related work and the third chapter describes the prototype. A conclusion
and further outlook is provided at the end of the thesis.

1. Related Work
A comprehensive literature research provides an overview over the state of the art. The

research includes an evaluation of the servers and applied metrics to evaluate their capa-
bilities.

2. Implementation and Reviewing
A new approach to ensure privacy for LD is developed. The approach will be imple-

mented to verify the validity of the theory. This part includes standardization of data for
further analysis. Metrics that compare the original data and the anonymized data, like the
Information Loss Metric (ILM) will be used.

3. Conclusion and Demonstration
A generic stream data generator is used to demonstrate a „Proof of Concept “ prototype.

The demonstration will be kept as simple as possible, but it will include statistical tools to
analyze the behavior of the system.

Excluded from the scope of this thesis is the development of a new measurement metric, devel-
oping or altering any query engines. Furthermore, developing statistical analysis methods is not
within the scope.

1.4 Definition of Terms

We provide a definition of relevant general terms in the context of the thesis.
The meaning of the term „data“ remains unchanged. Hence plain un-anonymized data is notated
as table T , anonymized data as T ′ and redistributed anonymized data as T ′′. A tuple is referred
as an entry of a set of data containing a relationship between one to several other data entries.
Additionally, the term „query“ refers to a request of data expressed in a structured language such
as Resource Description Framework (RDF).
Without loss of generality, basic assumption is that data is fragmented over a heterogeneous
IT landscape such as different servers and archives. This is a valid assumption, because cur-
rent medical data is stored in medical records, representing a medication or a diagnosis [107].
Furthermore it is assumed each fragment contains n attributes, that potentially unmasks individ-
uals [4].
An adversary is defined as user, that infers or unmasks sensitive data about an individual from
any anonymized data by using linking methods, like correlation or linking two different data sets
together.

1.4.1 Anonymization and Privacy

Privacy in computer science is intuitively described as data that you keep entirely to yourself,
or to a limited group of people [41]. Privacy ensures limited access to data for a group or an
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individual.
On the other hand, anonymization is the process of destroying tracks or electronic trails on the
data that would lead an eavesdropper to its origins [58]. Anonymization alters or suppresses data,
but anyone is able to consume anonymized data. As a result, if data is correctly anonymized a
data consumer cannot infer personal data that is processed in the anonymized data [112].

1.4.2 Linked Data Stream

Linked Data is a set of best practices for consuming, publishing and connecting structured data
on the web [16]. It relies on documents containing data in RDF format. The RDF format defines
a (web) resource I as a combination of an International Resource Identifier (IRI) and data [61],
blank nodes B as resources that do not have a natural IRI [74], and RDF literals L as resources
that contain free text [61]. Assume there are pairwise disjoint infinite sets I,B, and L. An
RDF triple is a First Order Predicate 〈s, p, o〉, such that (s, p, o) ∈ (I ∪ B) × I × (I ∪ B ∪ L)
holds [16, 94].
LD is associated with a temporal dimension, it is called Linked Stream Data (LSD). Formally,
when an „RDF stream S is a bag of elements 〈(s, p, o) : [t]〉 where (s,p,o) is an RDF triple
and t is a timestamp. This stream elements of LSD are represented as RDF triples with tem-
poral annotations“ [64]. The goal of LSD is to publish stream data according to the LD prin-
ciples [64, 105]. LSD streams facilitates an easy data integration and standardization process
among potentially heterogeneous data collections [64].

1.4.3 Bio-Surveillance System

Bio-surveillance is defined as „the ongoing, systematic, collection, analysis and interpretation of
health data essential to the planning, implementation, and evaluation of public health practice,
closely integrated with the timely dissemination of these data to those who need to know “ [47].
The definition characterizes surveillance systems with three basic properties: [47, 114]

1. The system has a clear purpose,

2. it uses standard definitions, data fields and protocols to process information, and

3. it defines domain expert organizations that are responsible for standardizing and quality
assurance task of the system. Furthermore they have to interpret and disseminate received
data of the system.

Compared to a decision support system, their purpose is to provide appropriate information for
recommendation [81] whereas surveillance systems’ purpose is to preprocess data.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

Ongoing privacy research focuses on models, algorithms or frameworks that restrict access when
individual’s data is released [9]. Under those circumstances, restriction skipped partial infor-
mation, and established rudimentary anonymity. Currently available privacy mechanisms are
dividied into three categories [95]

1. local perturbation: individuals trust no one except themselves and they restrict access to
their data themself before they upload it to a server

2. data publishing: individuals trust themselves and a third party, e.g., the upload server.
Third party software applies the restriction on the server.

3. output perturbation: plain data of individuals is kept on a trusted server and after a request
to the server the output of the request is restricted accordingly.

All privacy mechanisms implicitly assume that the dataset fits into main memory. As a result,
those approaches do not scale with vast amount of data that is stored in web archives such as
Electronic Health Record (EHR) or web archives. Furthermore, privacy models may reveal infer-
ences about individuals by using certain data mining techniques that exploit structural properties
of the data. To preclude such inferencing, privacy alogrithms have to detect a-priori structural
sensitive knowledge patterns from data before releasing it [45, 50].
Hence the collected data limits the type of analysis and the knowledge processing mechanisms.
If the parts of the data are changed or released, it has to be ensured that data is still valuable
to scientists [9, 45]. Taxonomy trees address this problem by using cut metrics. A cut metric
specifies a plane for pruning underlying data structure (in Fig. 2.1 the dashed line). The tree is
built from composition pattern that models attribute hierarchies. If an attribute is generalized it
uses its generalized value instead of more concrete data value [15]. An example of a taxonomy
tree with its cut metric is shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy tree example

A frequently used type of
cut metrices is based on
minimal generalization. Min-
imal generalization anonymity
describes the minimum amount
of effort to ensure a proper
level of anonymization by
suppressing concrete val-
ues. It terminates if all pre-
defined privacy constraints,
such as k-anonymization con-
straints, are fulfilled [102].

From a data dissemination point of view three opposing objectives have to be adressed. First, the
objective of anonymization has to be solved. If highly extensible data, e.g. LD is used, current
used approaches have to be reconsidered, because they are designed for static data. Extensible
data is dynamically expandable by adding new links to the source LD data set [16]. A two-level
solution is able to solve the problem.
Anonymization has to ensure that only proper anonymized end user data is uploaded to a dedi-
cated server. If data is uploaded a meta refinement [45] checks window query data to identify and
remove all potential individual unmasking tuples. The window is evaluated on the „query-time“.
Second, utility is considered. If key characteristics of data are altered, removed or suppressed,
data is modified and has a diminished value for scientists.
Third, we balance time and space complexity of the used algorithms. Newer approaches replaced
exhaustive search with alternative algorithms such as greedy search to reduce time consumption.
Furthermore a major impact on the runtime have trends and events detecting operations [120].
Consequently, these problems have to be balanced, but they cannot be achieved at the same time,
e.g. if no data is released, perfect privacy is achieved, but there is no utility and the algorithm
has a small runtime behaviour.
On the other hand for archieving a high utility, the release of specific data is required by a con-
suming third party. As a consequence, anonymization potentially leaks identities of an individual
and the time consumption of the selection algorithm.

Figure 2.2: Conflicting objectives in anonymization

Transforming data to achieve full
anonymization, optimal utility and
performance is computationally in-
feasible. Early balancing ap-
proaches were focused on anonymiza-
tion, whereas modern focuses on
optimizing the runtime behaviour.
The third parameter, utility is often
measured with an information loss
metric, but not directly addressed.
A novel contribution of this thesis
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is balancing anonymity and utility. Furthermore performance is achieved through various ap-
proaches, like horizontal and vertical scaling, divide and conquer approaches or choosing an
appropriate meta anonymization metric.
The goal of this chapter is to provide introductory knowlegde for relevant topics. First, we
explain disclosure mechanisms facilitating an analyse of various anonymity approaches. After-
wards, a rudimentary description of streaming environments is provided. The section ends with
basic approaches for surveillance systems.

2.1 Anonymity

This section describes background knowledge of disclosure mechanisms with the goal of pro-
viding insights of successful de-anonymization attacks.

2.1.1 Disclosure Approaches

Current access control approaches safeguards against direct disclosures, but they do not address
indirect disclosures based on released data. Sweeney described disclosure as the process of re-
leasing information derived by inference whose release was not intented [111]. Machanavajjhala
et al. define two types of disclosure [73]:

1. Positive disclosure
A person is able to correctly identify the value of a data fragment. In an information
retrieval context, positive disclosure increases the recall ratio of data 1.

2. Negative disclosure
Negative disclosure eliminates some possible data combinations of anonymized data. This
is a major attack against anonymization.

An ideal alogrithm achieves positive and precludes negative disclosure [73]. Two different neg-
ative disclosure mechanisms are distinguished [69]:

• Membership or identity disclosure
„Membership or identity disclosure occurs if an individual is linked to a particular record
in a released table “ [69]. When identity disclosure occurs individuals are re-identified
and corresponding sensitive values are disclosed.

• (Sensitive) attribute disclosure
Attribute disclosure occurs if new information about an individual is infered or linked, i.e.
released data makes it possible to derive new knowledge about a certain characteristic of
an individual.

Attribute disclosure occurs independently of membership disclosure, whereas membership dis-
closure always implies attribute disclosure. Before we describe possible solutions for disclosing
in detail, Figure 2.3 shows an overview of current anonymization frameworks. Each framework
sketched in the figure is explained in the following.

1retrieved relevant documents in relation to a search query - see [20]
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Figure 2.3: Outline of algorithmic anonymization

2.1.1.1 Query Disclosure

The combination of queries potentially leaks sensitive information. For example, if a table
view 2 contains a physician to patient relation and another view contains what medication each
physician has prescribed, then the combination of both is critical, because medication highly
correlates with diseases [111].

2.1.2 Query Restriction

A solution for query disclosure is query restriction. It reduces the result set size of queries and
controls the overlap amongst formerly used queries. The result sets of two queries are called to
be separate, if the algorithm „keeps an audit trail of queries and constantly checks for possible
compromise, suppression of data cells of small size, and clustering entities into mutually exclu-
sive atomic populations “ [40].
Another approach to deny executing the query [129] and effectively suppresses all inferences
to data [111]. A major disadvantage of this approach is that the space consumption of the
audit trail increases monotonically, and that the cost of judging answerability increases expo-
nentially [129].

2.1.3 Perturbation-based Approaches

Perturbation based approaches add noise to data depending on its evaluation of the query. This
process is known as output or data perturbation. It is distinguished into two categories.
First, the probability-distribution category explores the probabilistic properties of a data set and
swaps or replaces similar values of data records by a generic value that fits into the same distri-
bution of the original data. In addition, it adds noise to the data and samples, i.e. it generates
interpolation values in the resulting data set [60].
The second category is data perturbation with a fixed-data size. The perturbated attributes are
selected randomly until the amount of selected attributes fits the fixed-data size. Then data is
handled like in the probablity approach. This approach does not fit in the case of LD because
it is limited to numerical and categorial attributes and it scales worse than the probability ap-
proach [2].

2A table view is a virtual table containing the result of a query
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Evfimievski et al describe a generalized approach of data perturbation called uniform random-
ization. It replaces each data record in a server session with probability p by a new data record
that is not originally present in a current session [40].
A major disadvantage of perturbation-based approaches is that such techniques cannot satisfy
conflicting objects, like providing high quality statistics and preventing exact or partial disclo-
sure [40].
Furthermore, Agrawal and Aggarwal showed, that an expectation-maximum algorithm restores
the original distribution of data. This algorithm calculates iteratively the maximum-likelihood
estimation of a selected random data sample [6]. Furthermore there are queries that cannot be
executed [129] e.g. if a dataset has less data than the query will return [89].
An approach similar to data perturbation is differential or k-indistinguishable privacy. It de-
scribes an operation, e.g. adding random noise, that is applied on a certain data set to ensure
privacy. If a data attribute differs in exp(k) tuples from another one, differential privacy is guar-
anteed because the output data set is indistinguishable. The exponent is a user-set property that
represents the degree of privacy. A drawback is that balancing differential privacy is difficult.
On the one hand, if insufficient noise is added, data is not properly protected. On the other hand,
if too much noise is added, the data gets useless [39].

2.1.4 Data modification

A different technique of ensuring privacy are data modification approaches. They provide an
adequately anonymized table T ′ such that no privacy leak occurs. Each query is executed on
table T ′ and returns a precise result.

2.2 Streaming Environments

When a data structure consumes continuous pieces of static data in increasing order of their
temporal dimension [54, 105] the received data structure is called a data stream. The temporal
dimension appears explicitly or implicitly annotated with a timestamp [64]. Such streams have
a large volume and its storage is either unnecessary or impractical because of the limitations of
memory. Hence they are intended to be read only once or a small number of times [52, 54, 87].
First we define Linked Stream Data (LSD). Then we describe processing mechanisms for LSD.

2.2.1 Linked Stream Data

RDF triples with temporal annotations form a LSD by sorting these triples after their times-
tamp [64]. Due to the lack of standardization, 3 there are currently two possibilities to model the
time dimension of a quadruple. First, an interval models the time component and contain two
date endpoints (tfrom, tto) and the quadruple is valid in the given interval.
Another approach is to model the time component as timestamp when the quadruple was recorded
or received. As a result, a consumer continuously lists on new events.

3Current progress see http://www.w3.org/community/rsp/
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2.2.2 Linked Stream Data processing

The result of processing LSD is a query language for continuously running a specified query.
Terry et al defined the result of these CQs as „set of data that would be returned if the query
where executed at every instant“ [113]. They extended the query semantic with RDF syntax and
temporal semantics to cope with LSD [11,64]. A result of ongoing research is that the output of
RDF CQs are processed differently based on the chosen window approach of each LSD engine.
A query window is a query associated with a time-interval function (tfrom, tto), such that a
non empty set of data is evaluated. Figure 2.4 shows frequently used window approaches and
distinguish between three categories.

Figure 2.4: Outline of CQ windows

The CQs described by Fig. 2.4 represent the categories of list 2.2.2 [11, 52]:

1. Time-based sliding windows
There are three approaches for processing moving sliding windows. Landmark window
queries extend the query from a fixed point t in the stream to the last available tuple, i.e. it
generates an aggregated result of all consumed data. A disadvantage is that the windows
keep all data since t present. Gehrke et al. proposed that the windows are generated as
pair of (count, average) from received data and updated when new data is received [48].
Sliding window queries have two sliding timestamps tfrom and tto. When a new tuple is
consumed both ends of the window are adjusted accordingly to the new tuple.
If both of the endpoints (tfrom, tto) are fixed, the window function is called Snapshot. We
do not apply snapshot windows within the thesis [48].

2. Tuple-based windows
A tuple-based window, also called count-based or physical windows, consumes the last n
tuples of an input stream.
Another approach are logical windows and they are defined by the number of n tuples of
a time interval. If less than n tuples are incoming they are extrapolated to match exactly
amount of specified output tuples [11, 14].

3. Partitioned windows
Partitioned windows split the query window into smaller sub windows and execute each
of them separately. If an update of a corresponding sub window is detected, e.g. new
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tuples are streamed or when a certain interval expires, the sub-window is re-evaluated by
using one of the mechanisms:
The first mechanism called eager updating computes the result of the sub window when
new data is available.
The second mechanism is called lazy or batch update and is computed when window
results are required. When a sub window is finished it is merged with other sub windows
to calculate the output of the complete window [11].

Above listed window types use window function or allow continuously monitoring of a stream
engines. They achieve this goal by using functional operators that are similar to Structured
Query Language (SQL) and extended by slide, tumble, resample and map operators to capture
an incoming set of tuples of the stream and re-evalutate its query again. Slide defines a sliding
window like tuple-based or time-based sliding window approach. Tumble is the implementation
of partitioned windows and resample produces a synthetic stream by interpolating tuples of input
stream. Lastly, map uses given input functions and applies them to every tuple in a stream.
Window and monitoring queries differ in the overlap the tuples of its result-set. When monitor-
ing queries are evaluated, the stream engine deletes all data of its input and it returns the results
on demand to the requesting instance [26]. Window queries, on the other hand, buffer those data
and evaluate the window query. If the query is re-executed, corresponding buffers are updated
and re-evaluated for window queries [68]. The amount of overlapping tuples in the window is
controlled by an input parameter, i.e., setting the window size larger than the resampling time.
Continuous queries have two problems. If an input window has a large interval, e.g., an aggre-
gation per year, all values of each input stream for a given time interval are buffered. Second,
processing input tuples multiple times results in high computational costs.
The two issues are addressed by generating panes. A pane is based on tumble and an interme-
diate non overlapping query result that is shared between each executing window and aiming to
reduce computational costs. A requirement for a pane is that the input data is dense. When a
pane has less data, i.e., the window size is restricted with „group by “ to only one tuple, the pane
does not reduce the number of input tuples, and therefore it does not have any benefits [10].
Whereas single stream processing mainly works with above listed approaches, queries over mul-
tiple streams are processed in different ways. Their different input models are used to generate
a coherent result set. The native approach of harmonizing multiple data streams is to execute
the query on each stream separately and to join all single resulting sets together by using a
generalized symmetric join.

2.3 Surveillance Systems

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines a public health surveillance system as the „continuous,
systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of health-related data needed for the planning,
implementation, and evaluation of public health practice.“4 It „allows stakeholders to estimate
the magnitude of public health problems, describe the natural history of a disease, determine the
distribution and spread of illness, detect outbreaks, stimulate research, evaluate public health

4http://www.who.int/topics/public_health_surveillance/en/ Accessed 13.10.2014
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practice, monitor changes in disease agents, detect changes in health practices, and facilitate
planning“ [109]. Two main purposes have to be fulfilled to ensure these goals: situation aware-
ness and early event detection. Situation awareness is the ability to efficiently collect, store and
process (real-time) data to respond to an action, e.g. an outbreak of an disease. Early event de-
tection finds events at the earliest possible time to start a predefined action, e.g., to limit spread
of a disease [44].
Due to their complexity events, such as identifying early indicators for a spread of a disease, are
defined by domain experts due to their complexity [114].

2.3.1 Analytic design of surveillance systems

A surveillance system evaluates user defined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). A KPI pro-
vides information on the current state of a predefined phenomenom, e.g., incidence ratio of a
disease [124]. A domain expert decides which phenomena are measured and which parameters
are tracked [75]. Based on the selection, corresponding systems address one or more of the
following purposes: ( a ) capture an early case of disease, ( b ) find a pattern of disease in the
context of a wide exposure, ( c ) track a proxy syndrome during an outbreak to measure the
geographic and temporal spread of a disease [109]. An improvement of detecting health related
phenomenon of various data sources is deterministic linkage. This technique links two data sets
based on a join attribute. There are three approaches to find candidate for such join attributes.

1. Simple deterministic
This method relies on the availability of a unique personal identifier that is used as join
attribute.

2. Sequential deterministic
In this setting, linked variables are placed in a hierarchy of decreasing or increasing value.
Variable pairs are found by using a heuristic of the close related term of this hierarchy.

3. Probablistic
Probablistic linkage is used when multi dimensional data is processed. It calculates a score
for each possible matching or mismatching pair that represents the likelihood estimator of
combination. The pair with the highest matching and lowest mismatching is used for
matching two data sets.

A problem of matching is the validation of matched links, because matching multiple attributes
is a multi-level process requires to fulfill several constraints and depends on the chosen approach
for link joining [57].
Hence, deterministic linkage is a supporting task in the data collection process to improve the
evidence of a surveillance system.

2.3.1.1 Surveillance System Architecture

Each surveillance system has a manager component to facitlitate the exploration and the func-
tional investigation of anomalies to reduce false positive values and get a deeper insight into
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the data [75, 130]. The manager component consumes data produced by previous steps, such
as data collection and data management, and detects abnormal patterns predict an arising trend
of outliers that indicates a spread of a disease. A spread is detected, if a cluster of undiagnosed
disease attribute data is detected [130]. The main components dividies the surveillance system
into data collection and standardization module and analyse components. Figure 2.5 gives a bief
overview of them, and how they are related.

Figure 2.5: Architecture of Surveillance System [44]

First, data collection and standardization module separates into data collection and data manage-
ment [19]. It processes related realtime data after an appropriate check, i.e., if data consumption
is allowed with respect to legal or privacy terms. When a system is allowed to collect data, it uses
an array of aberration-detection methods to identify increasing patterns above a pre-determined
threshold [56, 75]. The data management component contains tasks that provide a standardized
view on collected data. If data is accessed from a sub-system, e.g. from laboratory data or
patient data archives, each archive used frequently provides its own data encoding and has to
be standardized and cleaned [44]. Heterogeneously encoded data is integrated and standardized
by using converters and transformations, such as Unified Medical Language System (UMLS).
UMLS provides a cross reference among different coding and semantic structures for defining
relations among clinical entities [75].
Second, the analysis component facilitates an interactive visualization of collected data, e.g., on
a map, as timeseries chart or as table and combination of them. Surveillance system visualize
data on a map based geographic entities and coloring them based on the incidence ratio.

2.3.2 Bio Surveillance

Fricker [44] defines bio surveillance as an abstract term for a surveillance system that measures
biological phenomenon. Such systems are separated by their aim into human or epidemiolog-
ical, agricultural and animal surveillance. A human surveillance system measures reactions to
medical interventions and how such decisions influence a prevalence of a disease in a popu-
lation. Furthermore a human surveillance system tracks medical interventions, environmental
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changes, medical diagnoses and results from labratory test. Figure 2.6 shows a partition of bio
surveillance systems, into sub parts.

Figure 2.6: Types of Bio Surveillance [44]

In the literature, syndromic surveillance as part of a human surveillance is a well studied sys-
tem. This type of surveillance system is designed to detect diseases and outbreaks at an early
stage before public health authorities notice them. Syndromic surveillance achieves this goal
by using less specific real-time data and health-related data than human surveillance. [75],e.g.
reports based on suspected or confirmed disease cases [37, 44]. On the other hand syndromic
surveillance will be built upon highly specific KPIs designed for uncertain data.

2.3.3 Human Surveillance System

In this section several different surveillance systems are described. Each system implements the
component differently. All listed system are licensed under an open source license that allow the
redistribution and modification of the system. Out of scope from the evaluation are properitary
systems, such as HealthMap5, BioSense6 and EpiSpider7 due to licensing issues.

2.3.3.1 Realtime Outbreak and Disease Surveillance

The Real-time Outbreak and Disease Surveillance System (RODS)8 uses as input data chief
complaints from emergency detection data and over the counter sales. This data is categorized
with a bayesian classifier into predefined categories [32]. Abnormalities are detected by using
different mechanisms based on the classified data. A frequently used model is linear regression,
using, for instance Recursive Least Square (RLS). RLS is an iterative approach that computes
expected counts for each category as well as combined counts for each geographic entities and
minimizes each expected count function per iteration.
Another classifier for RODS data is What’s Strange About Recent Events (WSARE). WSARE
performs an exhaustive heuristic search over combinations of temporal and spatial features to
detect anomalities among the density of them. If the amount of a combination is higher than
the average WSARE reports an infectious disease. The outcome of both algorithms are merged
togeher and displayed in user preferred views [118]. An overview of the RODS architecture is
shown in Figure 2.7.

5Available from http://healthmap.org/
6Available from https://biosen.se/
7Available from http://www.epispider.org/
8Open Source Version can be downloaded at http://openrods.sourceforge.net/index.php, Accessed

25.10.2014
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Figure 2.7: architecture of RODS components [118]

2.3.3.2 BioCaster

BioCaster 9 is an ontology-based text mining system that collects information from various news
sites, like European Media Monitor Alerts (EMMA), Google, Reuters and WHO. It analyses
RSS feeds from those sites by classifying and visualizing them on a map. The data management
component is extended by Simple rule language (SRL) that extracts and adds additional levels
of semantics to understand and disambiguate geo-temporal and linguistic terms. After this step,
BioCaster maps extracted data by SRL to the BioCaster ontology 10 to avoid gaps, e.g. between a
mentioned pathogen and its unmentioned disease or between occured symptoms and the disease
itself [30].

2.3.3.3 BioStorm

BioStorm 11 is an ontology-based surveillance system for describing characteristics, types and
relationships of data collected from various data sources, e.g. emergency departments. It con-
sists of three types of ontologies each of them is used by system component of BioStorm.

• Data-source ontology
Data-source ontologies correspond to customized local model of each data source. BioS-
torm facilitates to use any uniform solvers on consumed data sources and maps their data
in real-time on the ontology. The broker’s main purpose is to abstract incoming data to
provide a „rdfized“, heterogeneous view on integrated data. It prepares sparse distributed
incoming data in a dense distribution to avoid difficulties in further data processing [92].

• Mapping ontology
The mapping ontology transforms and maps RDF data results from the previous step into

9Available from http://born.nii.ac.jp/, Accessed 26.10.2014
10Available from https://code.google.com/p/biocaster-ontology/, Accessed: 28.10.2014
11Available from http://biostorm.stanford.edu/, Accessed: 28.10.2014
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a new ontology by using „sameAs“ predicates, and runs surveillance methods on the data.
These transformation includes renaming, summarization and aggregation for generating a
data structure that problem solvers are able to process.

• surveillance problem-solving ontology
This ontology models results of an evaluation of each problem solving instance. A prob-
lem solving instance is a component that conducts a surveillance task, i.e. analyzes oc-
curences of a defined phenomenon. An RDF individual is a concrete unique instance of
the model [90]. Individuals of surveillance problem solving ontology are visualized in a
GUI as selectable elements.

The BioStorm controller connects outputs of the components with inputs of the next processing
step. Its main purpose is to facilitate load balancing between data components and analytic
components and provide a seamless integration of the modular architecture of BioStorm [34].

2.3.3.4 Limitations of Surveillance Systems

A surveillance system is useful if it generates a public health response or prevents and identifies
health related problems. The criterion is evaluated by domain experts. A methodical approach
is to define assessments on the impact of surveillance data on policies and interventions and
lastly on the occurrence of a related health event. For re-evaluating the assessments quantitative
attributes of the assessments are defined as numerical measures that run after a given time period.
The evaluation of numerical measures adjust and adopt the KPIs to changed illness pattern and
new priority emerged diseases [116]. If illness pattern cannot be ajusted automatically, the
system has to provide appropriate feedback to its decision makers [37].
Another major problem, especially in the health domain, is the geo-encoding of an address.
Current approaches are based on simple heuristics and are open to errors [27]. Furthermore,
an impact on geo-code detection has scaling and zoning effect on areas of interest. Zoning is
the process of creating meaningful units for an area and scaling is the process of partition or
summarizing areas of interest, e.g. based on their ZIP codes [33, 131].
As a consequence, resulting addresses from patients are not necessary a good indicators for the
spatial spread of a disease. A frequently used approach is to resolve the geo-location by mapping
it to extensional semantics of its reference, such as the geographical ontology [75].

2.3.3.5 Data streams and Privacy

Surveillance systems often collect multiple streams of data to evaluate and monitor them for
indicative disease patterns [109]. Detecting multiple streams improves sensitivity, specificity
and timeliness of detection over more frequent univariate alternatives [100]. A data stream has
unique attributes that are mapped and understood to generate a uniform data stream. The tech-
nique for combining multiple data streams is called data fusion. The idea is that multiple data
streams are merged into a single stream.
A single stream from data fusion is analyzed with the extension of multivariate statistical tech-
niques such as Multivariate cumulative sum (MCUSUM) based approaches to increase detection
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sensitivity while limiting the number of false alarms [130]. MCUSUM method is suitable for
detecting gradually increasing abnormalities within single temporal data.
Such individual abnormalities are used as QID, i.e. they provide additional dimensions such as
a spatial and temporal. In that case the surveillance system maintains anonymity of individuals.
Two possible solutions exists for ensuring anonymity.
First data is anonymized as it is described in Section 3.1. This process is applied before data is
sent to the surveillance system. If data cannot be anonymized, its usage is restricted. Restricting
data is frequently used, because a surveillance system has to effectively use data with low speci-
ficity.
If multistream data applications anonymize data, the problem of duplicate event detection arises.
A single event of illness potentially shows up in several independent data streams, e.g. in a lab-
oratory test and a chief complaint. Without a way to detect such events, duplicate events tend to
increase the amount of health alerts. To avoid such events, distinct streaming data sources are
chosen or the identity of an individual is replaced by a pseudo unique identifier [72].
A further problem of data fusion is that the error rate of detecting algorithm increases linearly
with the amount of monitored data streams. This issue is adressed by threshold-rates for detect-
ing an event is replaced by a bound including the amount of monitored streams. Consequently
applied statistical detection methods „may result in a severe loss of sensitivity, especially if data
streams are correlated“ [99].
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CHAPTER 3
Related Work

Based on the background provided in Chapter 2, we describe closely related terms and tech-
niques of the thesis. At the end of this chapter we provide a conlusion, summarizing keypoints
and issues of literature.

3.1 Anonymity

Anonymization based approaches generalize or suppress data and depend on the distribution of
its data.

3.1.1 Anonymity based Approaches

Anonymity-based approaches describe the k occurence of a record in the anonymized data set,
therefore they are called k anonymity models. Generalization hierarchies and suppression tech-
niques achieve this goal by hiding exact values of attributes of a data set. They anonymize
numeric attributes, e.g. ZIP codes by replacing the last n digits with a ∗. When anonymization
generalize continuous attributes, such as timestamps, they replace the concreate value by its cor-
responding range.
k-anonymity can always guaranteed, if the hierarchy of generalization is deep enough [4]. In
the anonymization model, additional to identifying key attributes Quasi-identifier Attributes ex-
ists. A QID unmasks individuals by identifing individuals indirectly by the exclusion principle.
Sweeney defines k-anonymity as:

Definition 1 (k-anonymity). Let RT(A1, . . . , An) be a table and QIRT be the quasi-identifier
associated with it. RT is said to satisfy k-anonymity if and only if each sequence of values in
RT[QIRT ] appears with at least k occurences in RT[QIRT ].

Two categories of anonymization algorithms exist for anonymizing values of each QID. The first
type, called global recording, maps QIDs to generalized or altered values, e.g. a concrete birth
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date is replaced by the month of birth and its year. Local recording maps individual instance of
data to a generalized or suppressed value, e.g. the day of month is replaced by a ∗.
As an illustration of these steps, we use a physician patient as an example. A valid QID for
patient is the combination of {Sex, Zip, birthdate}. This tuple allows re-identification of indi-
viduals, e.g. that a patient has HIV. If patient data is correlated against publicly available data,
e.g. an election register, the identities of patients become unmasked.
Every k anonymization based approach assumes that only a small number of attributes are used
as QID. As a result, the k-anonymity model requires that every QID has a frequency at least of
k or zero of the resulting anonymized table T ′. Table 3.1 displays an example of k-anonymized
patient data with k = 2. Each QID occurs at least two times.

Disease Birth-Date Sex ZipCode
HIV 01-01-1987 Male 537**
Flu 01-01-1987 Female 537**
Heart Disease 01-01-1987 Female 537**
Broken Arm 01-01-1987 Male 537**
Brochitis 01-01-1987 Female 537**

Table 3.1: Example of anonymized patient records [66]

An improvement of k-anonymity is (α, k) anonymity. It introduces another attributes to k-
anonymity that enforces the appearance of k attributes at least α times [125], i.e., each tuple has
to occur between 0 ≤ α ≤ k times in the anonymized table.
A disadvantage of k-anonymity is the high dependence upon dimensional structures. It anonymizes
high dimensional structures, if its anonymization function φ is injective, i.e. assigns more than
one value for each value of a record in table T [83]. Even if data is properly anonymized, the
underlying algorithm tries to retain partial information about every data dimension [4]. As a
consequence generalized nodes from the hierarchy describe anonymized content in an abstract
way. Therefore this anonymization approach is more open to inference attacks. Another dimen-
sion that causes a problem is the time dimension. When the algorithm collects temporal data, it
adds, changes or removes records constantly.
As a result, releases of anonymized data can be used for a temporal inference attack. In this
scenario two data sets s0 and st have the same data basis. s0 represents an anonymized data set
with time t = 0, and s1 at time t. When an adversary links both data sets together, k-anonymity
is compromised by infering new knowledge of changed records [112].

If more than one table is anonymized, the upper bound on execution time increases exponentially
by the amount of consumed tables with O(2n). A reason for exponential execution time is
exhaustive search [66]. As alternative to the exhaustive search, different greedy algorithms,
like Breadth First Search (BFS) can be used1. As a result the execution time decreased to
O(nlog(n)) [65].

1There were also other approaches, see [66]
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In addition to the temporal problem k-anonymity has two major problems. An attacker dis-
covers the values of sensitive attributes when there is less diversity in its data. More precisely,
„k-anonymity can create groups which leak information due to lack of diversity in the sensing
attribute “ [73]. Secondly, attackers have often background knowledge, and the k-anonymity
approach does not guarantee anonymity against attackers with background knowledge. An ex-
ample for a background knowledge is a further table that contains additional information about
a group of individual or knowledge about the density of the data.

Sensitive attribute attacks are prevented by an enhancement of k-anonymity. The p-sensitive
k-anonymity [117] enforces that each value of a QID exisits at least distinct p times within
the same data fragment. In addition the p-function is limited by the cardinality of the selected
sensitive attribute. If p is strictly greater than the selected value, the p-sensitive k-anonymity
property is unsatisfactory, because it assumes that each confidential attribute is uniformly dis-
tributed over its data set. If this is not the case, p-sensitive k-anonymity causes a major data
utility loss [38, 117].
l-diversity [73] adresses the second problem by ensuring the most l frequent values of anonymized
published tables T ′ have approxitmately the same occurence frequency as in T . Consequently,
an adversary requires l − 1 data fragments of background knowledge to eliminate all possible
l−1 sensitive attributes for a successful disclosure. The background knowledge of an adversary
is approximated by three assumptions. The attacker knows the domain of the published table T ′

and the fact that the table is anonymized. Furthermore, s/he has some instance-level background
knowledge, i.e., s/he knows specific individuals that are anonymized in the table. Lastly, the
attacker has partial knowledge about the distribution of the anonymized data. This assumptions
limit the background knowledge of the attacker, because it is possible to gain information about a
sensitive attribute, when the global distribution is known [69]. Machanavajjhala et al. proposed
three heuristics for determining the most frequent records of a table [73]:

1. entropy2 l-diversity
Every distribution of sensitive value in each fragment of T ′ has at least log(l) occurences.
Each data fragment has at least l distinct values of a sensitive attribute. This requirement
is very restrictive, i.e., when a common attribute is choosen, the information entropy is
low.

2. recursive l-diversity
When a table uses recursive l-diversity, a constant c limits the occurences of each sensitive
value. If c is the lower bound for every sensitive value in a data table T ′, T ′ is said to be
recursive l-diverse.

3. Distinct l-diversity
Each sensitive attribute of a table T has l distinct attributes in the table T ′. This heuristic
does not prevent probabilistic inference attacks, e.g. membership disclosures, because
an attacker may conclude that a record in the fragment data is very likely to have that
value [69].

2Information Theory: Entropy describe the density of information in a piece of data [59]
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When a table is anonymized with l-diversity, two issues have to be considered.
First, l-diversity addresses most frequent l attributes and less frequent attributes are published
unaltered. If an adversary links the plain data to external data, anonymized individuals are un-
masked [28]. Second, if data is altered to ensure a uniform density, the utility of such data is
lower than in a k-anonymized table [73].

t-closeness addresses those problems by splitting the anonymization into two steps. First data is
anonymized, e.g. applying k-anonymity or l-diversity to the data, before it is processed further.
t-closeness measures and adapts iteratively the disclosure risk from the result set of l-diversity.
An observation of this step is the clustering of attributes is affected by the adaption mechanism
of the disclosure risk.
In the next step global background knowledge ensures t-closeness for each intra-cluster distri-
bution. t-closeness distributes intra clusters equally to the global distribution in the table T , i.e.
the distance between two distributions has a maximum threshold t [69]. The t parametrizes the
tradeoff between utility and privacy, effectively limiting the amount of individual-specific infor-
mation released of a table T ′ that an observer can learn [70, 82].
As an improvement of t-closeness (n, t)-closeness was proposed [70]. (n, t)-closeness enhances
t-closeness by the requirement that each data cluster has at least n records. If n is equal to t,
(n, t)-closeness becomes equal to t-closeness. On the other hand, if t is set to 0, every table
anonymized with k-anonymity satisfies (n, t)-closeness. However, the reverse is not always
true, because (n, 0)-closeness prohibits the creating of smaller sub-clusters. Li et al mentioned,
that (n, t)-closeness is not tested with multiple sensing attributes [70].
Previous mentioned anonymization approaches, e.g. k ≥ 3, are NP hard if they have to guar-
antee an optimal anonymization 3 [77]. k-optimization bypasses this complexity problem [15].
This algorithm uses a different model and assumes an implicit ordering among the QIDs and
models the generalization process as a tree. The tree nodes are discrete values of the attributes
from original data. Each node separates into intervals (quantitative) or a set of nodes (categor-
ical) and forms a cluster. The trees built from clusters systematically enumerate all possible
generalizations. k-optimization minimizes the generalization costs by traversing parts of the
tree based on a given cost metric, i.e. minimize the amount of information loss. In the next step
k-optimization prunes and dynamically re-arranges tree nodes that are not on the optimal path
for keeping the anonymization tree small. A major problem of this algorithm is that data looses
its integrity during the re-arrangement of the enumeration tree [15].
An open problem of anonymization is the re-publishing of anonymized data or anonymization of
dynamic data. A major issue is that data snapshots differs in its anonymization 4, i.e. anonymized
attributes do not change, whereas other generated attributes do. m-invarivance addresses this
problem and introduces a new generalization model to address temporal writing changes j of a
table, called counterfeited generalization [128]. The anonymized version T ∗(j) of table T (j) is
based on a partition of T (j), and has the following properties 5:

3Proof: Reduction from generalization/suppression to k-Dimensional Perfect Matching - see [77] for further
details

4c.f. above described temporal inference attack
5adopted and simplified from Definition 2 of [128]
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1. T ∗(j) contains a column Ag named „Group-ID “, and matching all attributes in T (j)
except identifier attributes Aid.

2. Each tuple t ∈ T (j) has a generalized Tuple t∗ ∈ T ∗(j) such that for each sensitive
attributeAs of t∗ = t[As] hold. Furthermore there exists an additional tuple t[Ag] for each
group of QID of t in T (j). If a tuple of QID t[Aqii ] is an interval, then it is generalized as
interval tuple t∗[Aqii ] of its QID group.

3. For each group of QID there are arbitrary numbers of counterfeit tuples t∗c such that t∗c is
in the domain of As. Then t∗[Aqii ] equals the ID of its QID and is an interval subject.

4. All tuples in T ∗(j) with the same Ag have an identical value on every QID. These tuples
form a QID group in T ∗(j) whose ID is the Ag value of the group.

When a publisher republishes table T ∗(j) he has to re-generate a new pair of {T ∗(j), R(j)}
where R(j) is an auxiliary table and stored separatly. R(j) contains a mapping (IDs,QIDs)
equal to amount of counterfeited tuples. A future goal is to minimize the amount of conterfeited
tuples, because they do not correspond to any records in T ′. The objective is to generate a pair of
{T ∗(j), R(j)}, that minimizes the risk of disclosure. As a consequence m-invariant produces a
coherent data base view with uniform tuples. Each re-distributed data snapshot, even fragments
of it, have exacly m unique records for each sensitive attribute values in T ′ [55, 128].
All anonymization algorithms have the problem of balancing their anonymization, utility and
the algorithmic performance. The first and the second parameter is hard to balance. As a result
δ-presence was introduced as a metric to measure generalization based algorithms. δ-presence
defines an upper and a lower probability (δmin, δmax) of the quality of anonymization by com-
paring plain tuples of table T before anonymizing and afterwards. If δmin increases and δmax,
decreases more information is anonymized, leading to a better privacy protection, but also re-
sults in a poorer utilization. As a result, both parameters have to be ajusted to the context of the
application.

3.2 Streaming Environments

When anonymity-based approaches are applied on data streams, they have to address additional
data streaming constraints, such as maximum output delays or memory consumption [134]. The
selected query defines such parameters and passes them to the data stream engine, e.g. as query
window parameters.
Current proposed streaming engines lack of standardization, therefore each engine has a different
interpretation of SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL), i.e. evaluating time
dependent events. We provide a list of available streaming engines and afterward we present
streaming anonymization approaches.

3.2.1 Data Stream Engines

Data stream engines execute CQs and computes a result set. Current proposed streaming engines
are divided into three categories. Every category has a different stream access model.
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1. Data stream management system (DSMS)
A DSMS consists of a query language, an optimizer for queries, re-scheduling of queries,
a resource manager and a basis interface for end users. The output stream is generated
based on one of the three patterns. R-stream pushes all incoming triples to the output
stream. I-stream pushes only relevant new triples to the output stream that are not already
a part of it and the output of D-stream processes only deleted triples. These stream types
are inductively defined, i.e. the R-stream consists of an I and D-stream. As result, every
stream produces an overhead, because the engine keeps unnecessary parts of the tuples
in its memory. This overhead can be minimized by returning a sufficient approximate
answer6 [1, 79].

2. Complex event processing (CEP)
A complex event is a temporal composition of atomic events. An atomic event is an event
representing „something that occurs, happens or changes the current state of affairs“ [8].
Atomic events relate to other events by logical time, causality and aggregation. A logical
time describes two events A and B, and the fact that A has happened before B irrespective
of their timestamps.
CEP aims to detect (complex) events by means of pattern matching techniques, i.e. filter-
ing and extracting properties of events and mapping them to finite automates [98].

3. Rete
The Rete „algorithm emphasises on trading memory for performance by building compre-
hensive memory structures, called α and β networks for checking intra- and inter-pattern
conditions over a set of objects.“ [62]. Pattern conditions are formulated as logical rules
and fired when the left-hand side,i.e., the condition part of the rule evaluates to true. A
rule evaluates to true if all parts on the left side rule exists in a α network. If the rule is
fired, the right side of the rule is stored as a β node and incremental propagated through
the rete network. [43].

The literature distinguishes two categories of streaming engines, depending on the implemen-
tation of its architecture. „Whitebox“ architectures require an implementation of all compo-
nents from a stream processing architecture. In contrast, „blackbox“ architectures focus on
LSD query-rewriting and use existing engines as sub-components. Hence, blackbox systems
requires a query rewriter for translating SPARQL queries to the wrapped engine’s language, an
orchestrator for process management and partial result aggregation and a data transformator that
transforms resulting data to RDF. Two disadvantages of blackbox system are a lack of control of
the processes and required overhead of query and result set transformation. Table 3.2 compares
and categorizes current known approaches according to the two categories.

3.2.1.1 Streaming Sparql

Streaming Sparql is an extension of the SPARQL language to cope with CQ.A raw data stream
represents data that is received by the DSMS. The logical model abstracts those data and defines

6see [79] Section 5 for further details
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Engine name Category Stream Model Comment
Streaming Sparql blackbox DSMS Extension of the SPARQL language
CQELS whitebox DSMS
C-Sparql blackbox DSMS
SparkWave blackbox RETE
E-Talis - CEP black and whitebox

Table 3.2: Comparison of SPARQL engines

the query algebra and semantics of the CQ. If such query is used, it is translated into a SPARQL
query by providing an accurate logical query plan. The resulting plan is executed on a native
streaming processor [17]. The authors of Streaming Sparql suggest to use algebraic optimization
before translating a query to a logical query plan [64].

3.2.1.2 CQELS

CQELS models streaming RDF data as flow by distinguishing between RDF streams and RDF
data sets. An RDF Stream or a RDF data set is either a data flow whose leaf nodes are stored
in a directed tree of operators. Query operators, such as selecting, restricting or partitioning
operators, are applied recursively on corresponding nodes to produce a result stream S. These
operators are reordered and swapped for improving query performance and creating equivalent
data flows during the lifetime of the query. A benefit of traversing parts of queries is adopting
them according to frequently occurring events of the raw RDF Stream. Hence this approach
allows to take advantage of caching mechanisms to achieve a performance increase when the
query is executed again.
A further improvement is using materialized views and triggers as caching and indexing mecha-
nism for data sets. A materialized view is a temporary table that contains results of an executed
query. Triggers, on the other hand notify their views when new data is available and update them
respectively. If a query is executed, the result of the query is a join between its leaf nodes [63].

3.2.1.3 C-Sparql

C-Sparql converts input SPARQL queries to queries for real-time reasoners to compute a deci-
sion. Encapsulated reasoners operate on tuple-based partitional windows, i.e., they are contin-
uously updated. C-Sparql models data as timestamp-annotated triples w.r.t. a relaxed condition
that triples are monotonically non-decreasing in a stream. Consequently, triples with a times-
tamp can occur more than once in each registered stream.
C-Sparql queries are split by the orchestrator in query fragments and streaming fragments. The
streaming part is translated into Continuous Query Language (CQL) and delegated to an external
DSMS [14].
A disadvantage of such query processors is that their engine neglects updates on the RDF
data [64]. Their processing power is limited to short time windows, high-frequency streams
and the orchestrator has to deal with large SPARQL fragments when combining the query re-
sult [62].
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Figure 3.1: Whitebox architecture example: CQELS [63, 64]

Figure 3.2: Blackbox architecture example: C-Sparql [13]

3.2.1.4 E-Talis

E-Talis implements a rule-based language based on CEP. It is focused on detecting near real time
CEP rather than posing a query and retrieving an answer. It rewrites a query into event driven
backward chaining (EDBC) rules to detect incremental events and applies backward chaining af-
terward. An EDBC pattern is formulated as a logical formula with background knowledge, i.e.,
context or domain knowledge that is used for interpreting data of its stream. Complex events
of EDBC are detected by filtering and matching raw streams against specific patterns [126]
and pruning outdated events from memory. E-Talis has its own intermediate logical language
allowing inferencing over different encoded data sources and translating all input data to this
language [7, 8]. The classification of architecture depends on the point of view. Le-Phuoc et
al. [64] classified it as blackbox architecture arguing that EP-Sparql has to preprocess stream-
ing queries into an intermediate format before it is executed [64]. We classify it as whitebox
architecture, because the E-Talis developers mentioned that EP-Sparql is the streaming Plug-in
of E-Tails and the complete architecture is described in their paper [8]

3.2.1.5 Sparkwave

SparkWave performs continuous schema-enhanced patterns to match RDF data streams. Spark-
Wave uses the Rete algorithm to detect appropriate patterns. The Rete algorithm stores data as
logical rules and fires the rules if the left side of the rule is evaluated to true. This evaluation
is stored as α nodes in Rete’s network. When a rule fires, the right-hand side of the rule is
deduced and stored as β nodes. The algorithm fires iteratively all rules that are applicable on the
new knowledge after a rule has been fired [43]. This approach of iterative knowledge deriving is
extended to address RDF data processing by forming an ε network representing entailed triples
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as layer above Rete’s α and β network. α nodes represents data streams and they are connected
to ε nodes whereas β nodes functionality is extended for matching partially or completely a
scope of a query window. The ε network bases on RDF Schema (RDFS) entailment and is re-
sponsible for finding a triple match for α and β nodes. RDFS specifies a set of entailment rules,
that define the behavior of the Rete reasoning.
One disadvantage of this approach is that Rete does not handle static background knowledge.
Furthermore, the memory consumption of Sparkwave depends heavily on the chosen Rete al-
gorithm.

3.2.2 Stream Anonymization

In streaming applications, there is a need to offer strong guarantees on the maximum allowed
delay between incoming data and its anonymized output. Furthermore, the following issues have
to be addressed:

1. If anonymized data is linked with other data, both data sources may contribute a QID that
potentially unmask individuals.

2. Each update on anonymized data triggers a re-anonymization of the complete data set.

3. If an anonymization parameter changes, all data have to be re-anonymized or a new set or
stream of anonymized data have to be generated.

4. Current proposed anonymity algorithm require that data is scanned more than once. As a
result current anonymization algorithms keep the required data in memory. Consequently,
when anonymizing streams, potentially infinite number of queued tuples of the corre-
sponding stream flood the memory.

Cao et al. mentioned in their work [24] that traditional k-anonymization schemes rely on the
assumption that each record is associated with a different person, i.e., a person occurs in the
data set only once. If a person occurs in different data sets, it will be anonymized differently by
k-anonymity [45].
CASTLE, a cluster based approach builds a metric space by using QIDs addresses this problem.
In a metric space model each QID is modelled as a point. When CASTLE detects new incoming
data it clusters triples based on weighted distance and information loss between the cluster and
new detected tuples. When CASTLE classifies a new tuple, all data within the same generalized
cluster is released. Furthermore, when a data cluster expires, its corresponding cluster data is
immediately released [24].
The algorithm ensures anonymity in such clusters by generalizing data with a taxonomy tree [24].
This taxonomy tree is continuously updated, i.e. the generalization levels re-evaluated. As a re-
sult the taxonomy tree is continuously growing by adding new generalization nodes [67].
The clustering approach of the CASTLE algorithm has two disadvantages. First, it does not
restrict range intervals of each cluster. Resulting intervals depends on QID and are not evenly
distributed, e.g. a cluster has the interval [0-999] and another one [1000- 1010]. Second, cluster
merging results in a re-clustering of all tuples instead of the affected ones.
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An improvement of CASTLE, B-CASTLE adds a restriction on CASTLE’s clustering algorithm
based on the idea of balancing. A cluster balances itself based on the input data and α = δ√

k+β
,

whereas δ is the maximum delay of the input, β the maximum numbers of clusters and k is from
k anonymity7. The authors of B-CASTLE addressed the second issue by adopting the merging
strategy to a recursive merge with the nearest cluster until k-anonymity is fulfilled. The nearest
cluster is detected by applying the correlated distance metric based on the range intervals of each
cluster [122].
Instead of anonymizing data when it is generated, data can be anonymized when they are queried.
In that case each sliding window is anonymized by providing a Top-Down Specialization Tree
(TDS Tree). A TDS Tree consists of nodes representing an equivalence class 8 of data from
its window. The size of each equivalence class is defined by k anonymization to be at least k
times. When the data is updated, i.e., next data read from an input stream, the TDS Tree is
updated [123, 133].

3.3 Discussion

High level anonymity, such as t-closeness is not applied to streaming data. As implication of
this higher level anonymization the delay constraint of each stream has to be fulfilled and on
the other hand the anonymization has to be ensured. When standardizing LSD the uncertainty
of data has to be addressed, when de-referencing or expressing entities. These uncertainty de-
pends on the chosen engine and how its own standardization operations, e.g. interval sizes and
timestamp generation are implemented. As a result a combined stream of different data sources
standardize and format the underlying data again to provide a unique view on them.
Furthermore analyzing several data streams is in a infancy state [46]. Currently surveillance
systems consume static LD data or data streams for providing decisions. The process of getting
a decision bases upon multivariate machine learning algorithms, and therefore it is error-prone,
i.e., a user defines and adjusts a threshold in each recalibration of the surveillance system. Fur-
thermore the tracked phenomenon of the system has to be adjusted, because they change over
the time.

3.4 Contribution

Current proposed streaming anonymization algorithms, such as CASTLE [24] or SKY [67] ap-
plied k-anonymity on data streams. As a consequence, disclosure attacks described by Li et
al successfully identified data from individuals in data streams [69]. We address this issue by
proposing a novel approach for streaming anonymization. Our innovative approach is an itera-
tive anonymization algorithm and consists of two steps.
First, we anonymize query windows with k-anonymity and l-diversity to ensure a basic level
of anonymization from a single LSD engine. We model this anonymization step as Top down
specialization (TDS) tree and initialize it from the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud at query

7occurrences of k QID
8An equivalence class is a set of all tuples that contain same values
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time. The tree forms a hierarchy of anonymization attributes and if a part of the hierarchy is
unknown, our algorithm resolves the missing attributes by appropriate queries and adjusts the
anonymization of the stream accordingly. The level of anonymized data depends on the cluster
size and adjusts the anonymization in each iteration, i.e. if a cluster is stronger anonymized than
it is necessary, the anonymization level decreases and vice versa. Consequently this step ensures
an optimal anonymized data stream w.r.t. the amount of Information Loss (IL).
Furthermore, we add another step addressing temporal anonymization. This step standardizes
the output of various streaming engines, i.e. it computes an union of all consumed LSD en-
gines. After harmonizing all incoming data, our algorithm applies an improved variant of m-
Invariance [128]. This anonymizes temporal changes over query windows.
As a consequence, the anonymized stream is protected against l-diversity and temporal inference
attacks.
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CHAPTER 4
Streaming Anonymity

Figure 4.1 outlines the implementation of the anonymization algorithms in Chapter 3. We split
the architecture into a client including data generation and the streaming engine, and a server.
The server incorporate the surveillance system and is described after the client. Both parts apply
anonymity, i.e., the client anonymizes the streaming engines, and the server anonymizes data
for the surveillance system. Furthermore, the separation between client and server represents
different levels of control. The engine based anonymization represents data controlled by the
user, whereas a third party, e.g., a governmental organization or a company controls the server
anonymization.

Figure 4.1: Outline of the implemented architecture

We build the data generation on a spatio-temporal model and verified it afterward. CQELS, a
LSD engine, consumes and locally anonymizes, i.e. applies k-anonymity and l-diversity within
a δ constraint. This constraint models the expiry date at the engine’s registered streaming win-
dows. When the δ expires, anonymized data is published on an EventBus to summarize Events
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of multiple streaming engines. The server anonymization consumes released Events and ap-
plies m-invariance for historical anonymization between multiple data snapshots. Finally a map
visualizes anonymized data with the lowest ILM

4.1 Data Generation

The aim of the data generator is to generate medical data based on defined input parameters, e.g.,
time between data points or the amount of generated data points. The data generator produces
data points continuously representing people suffering from a disease. Therefore data points are
an abstract container for an occurred illness, e.g. a reported cases of influenza. Our selected use
case is the influenza infection rate over a year and uses synthetic health care data representing
people suffering from a Clinical Condition, i.e. Influenza per day over a year. As a result the use
case defines the components of the data generator. The model consists of a temporal and a spatial
model. Fricker [44] distinguished between six possible simulation types for bio-surveillance
data.

• Temporal vs spatio-temporal
Temporal models represents daily syndromic phenomenons, whereas the spatio-temporal
model is designed for the temporal development of spatial input data.

• Aggregate vs individual-level data
Aggregate simulation models generate aggregated data, such as daily counts of individu-
als, whereas individual-levels simulations model individual events such as people’s illness.

• Completely synthetic vs partially synthetic
Completely synthetic models use Monte Carlo algorithms to generate background disease
incidence rate or outbreaks. Partially synthetic simulation models have some deterministic
parameter for the simulation, e.g. getting some parameter from actual data.

The chosen model is a temporal, individual-level and partially synthetic data model. Conse-
quently we split the dimensions „When“ and „Where“ from the data model and model them
separately by using own generators. Our selected use case sets the other dimensions, such as
the „What“ dimension to influenza and generates the „Who“ dimension with a static string and
an increasing number. The data generation of these dimensions is valid, because our algorithm
suppresses the „Who“ later and the „What“ is a sensitive attribute.

Figure 4.2 displays the ontology for LD data points.
Ontology-dependent properties (edges with an arrow) connect entities of the ontology (gray
boxes), e.g., Person or Spatial Thing and links them to different ontologies. List 3 contains all
used ontologies.
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Figure 4.2: Ontology for base data generation

1. Where: SpatialThing from WGS84 Ontology.
The WGS 84 Ontology models latitude and longitude, but other concepts like street or city
are missing. When we wrote the thesis, there is an attempt to standardize these entities1.

2. What: ClinicalCondition from McGill Ontology - BioPortal.
ClinicalCondition is an abstract term for all illnesses, e.g. Influenza or cancer.

3. Who: Person from FoaF.

4.1.1 Temporal Model

We model the temporal distribution of Influenza as a sinus based function with a step outbreak
function. We scale its distribution to fit Austria’s Influenza infection rate [3].

Yt = max(0, dµ+ γt + θt + δt + ote) with t = 1, 2, 3 . . . (4.1)

Equation 4.1 is an univariate temporal model for incidence rate [44]. This formula consists of
several sub-formulas that represents a time dependent phenomenon of the modeled disease.

γt = A ∗ sin(
2 ∗ π ∗ t

365
) (4.2)

Equation 4.2 represents seasonal deviations like fall, winter, spring and summer.

θt = B ∗ sin(
2 ∗ π ∗ (t+ τ)

91.25
) (4.3)

1https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_location/asset_release/
core-location-vocabulary-100, Accessed: 23.2.2015
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Equation 4.3 models intra seasonal effects, i.e. in Austria people tend to get sick in January.

δt = δ(t−1) + (θt − µ)2 ∀δ > 0 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 7 (4.4)

δ represents the „day of the week “effect, i.e. clustering of sick people per day.

ot = A ∗ It with τ ≤ t ≤ τ + duration of sickness (4.5)

Formula 4.5 models the outbreak function of a disease. As approximation of It we used the
signum function. Table 4.1 summarizes default parameters of above listed equations.

parameter description default value scaled value
µ mean 16.75
τ starting day of the year 0 -100
σ standard deviation 5
A Magnitude 6.5 20
B 3

Table 4.1: Equation parameters for the data generator

Figure 4.3 shows the plotted Yt in blue with scaled values.

Figure 4.3: Temporal model for data generation (zoomed)
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The red line represents an auxiliary line to assist the validation of the seasonal deviation of the
amount of people suffering of an illness. The generator generates data points starting at the
end of autumn for spreading an influenza epidemic. Figure 4.3 shows the correlation between
our data generator and the Influenza data published by AGES. The yellow graph represents the
influenza rate from 2012 / 2013 and the black graph from 2013 / 2014. We approximated the
data from 2014 by scaling the function to the data published in their report [104].

4.1.2 Spatial Model

The spatial model scales to the amount of people that live in Austria’s districts. We retrieve the
population per district data from DBPedia and the ratio for selecting a district is defined by PD

PA
.

PD represents the population of a district, e.g., Gänserndorf, whereas PA represents the amount
of people that live in Austria. When a roll 2 is higher than the selection ratio, our data-generator
chooses the corresponding district 3.
The method overrepresented Vienna, Graz and Linz because approximately 2.4 million citizens

Figure 4.4: Spatial model for data generation

live in those cities (see Figure 4.4). As a result those three areas clustered all incidence cases.
We use a projection4 fn = r ∗ g(n) = 1

n with 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 in a intermediate step for using an
uniform probability of 1

n for each district. Then we sorted the probability of each district into
an interval from (0 . . . 1). When the roll is in between the intervals, the generator selects the

2A roll represents a call of Java’s Math.random()
3Due to performance purposes this values are cached as a static class
4We thank Marcus Hudec, a Professor of the Faculty of Computer Science - Data Analytics and Computing, for

proposing this projection.
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corresponding district and multiplies the number of incidence cases by the r ratio of the district.

4.1.3 Verification

We verified and scaled the model with data from official sources, e.g. Statistik Austria, Di-
agnose Netzwerk Influenza Österreich, Agentur für Gesundheit und Ernährungssicherheit and
Medizinische Universität Wien of the year 2013. Table 4.1 lists the scaled values for the tempo-
ral model as „scaled value“.

4.2 Stream Engine Anonymization

The anonymization of a query window from an engine detects disclosures of QIDs within a
query window and the application of local anonymization w.r.t. the maximum output delay δ
of the query window. We chose anonymity-based approaches because target attribute swapping
changes the interpretation of swapped data in a tremendous way, i.e., different attribute combi-
nations have different characteristic illnesses [51, 97].

4.2.1 Streaming Engine

We selected CQELS as streaming engine because it has a lightweight whitebox architecture. In
the initialize-phase, our algorithm registers a query listener with the sliding window query 4.1.

PREFIX wgs84: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>

PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

SELECT ?sex ?birthday ?phen ?lat ?lng

WHERE{

STREAM <http://ldlab.tuwien.ac.at> [RANGE 10s SLIDE 5s] {

?person wgs84:location ?point;

foaf:birthday ?birthday;

foaf:gender ?sex;

<http://isis.tuwien.ac.at/surveillance/People#suffers> ?cond.

?cond a ?phen.

?point a wgs84:Point;

wgs84:long ?lng;

wgs84:lat ?lat.

}}

Listing 4.1: CQELS Listener Query

The query listener retrieves non sensible attributes such as sex, birth date, . . . from the engine.
Our algorithm maps the result set of the listener to a Datapoint, an object-oriented representa-
tion of the four Dimensions and dumps the RDF data. Each Dimension is null by default, rep-
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resenting that it is unset. A Dimension consists of several attributes, e.g. the Where-dimension
has attributes named latitude, longitude, street, city, district, country. If an attribute is unset, our
algorithm retrieves it from the LOD cloud.

4.2.2 Local Anonymization

Local anonymization is an iterative approach consisting of a sequence of steps illustrated in
Figure 4.5. The flow chart is a simplified version 5 and each step of local anonymization is visu-
alized as a black box. The diagram illustrates a single iteration of the anonymization algorithm
before releasing the anonymized data.

Figure 4.5: Flow Diagram for local anonymization

Algorithm 4.1 is the corresponding pseudo-code to the flow of Figure 4.5. It provides a more
detailled view on the anonymization of the dimensions. A sub-routine detects the type of the
dimension.
A dimension has several attributes categorized as strict hierarchy or non-hierarchy attributes. If
an attribute is categorized as a strict hierarchy, a taxonomy tree is implicitly modeled by the
hierarchy itself. Step 1 initializes these hierarchies and resolves them by exploiting the property
that abstracter terms, like countries, have lesser instances than concrete terms, e.g. street [85].
On the other hand non-hierarchical attributes are not logical ordered. As a consequence the
algorithm anonymizes each attribute separately by replacing the least significant digit of the
string representation of the Dimension with an asterisk. When our algorithm applies a further
step the next non asterisk least significant digit is replaced.
When Algorithm 4.1 processes a new Datapoint, a similar cluster is discovered by resolving its
dimensions with Algorithm 4.2. A cluster is a collection of similar dimensions of multiple data
points identified by an abstract key of the dimension and corresponds to a specific scheme of the
anonymization hierarchy. We measure this similarity between the cluster and the Datapoint

with the Levenshtein distance [29]. If the anonymity of a clusters changes, e.g. by splitting
clusters, a new value of the anonymization hierarchy identifies the new cluster. The anonymity of
cluster depends on the available amount of data points of a given dimensions, i.e. if k anonymity
and l diversity is fulfilled anonymity decreases and vice versa.
Furthermore, anonymity depends on the combination of the dimensions, i.e., combining more
than one dimension forms QIDs. Detecting QIDs is NP -hard because of the combinatorial
complexity of the QID. Motwani and Xu addressed this problem by a reduction of the QID

5All data caching, setting local variables, and generating key calls are skipped
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Data: Cluster, Datapoint
Result: anonymized Datapoints of a Streaming Engine

1 getLODHierarchies;

// Iterative steps

2 searchCluster(Dimension);
3 if Cluster == null then
4 generateCluster();
5 Cluster.suppress = true;
6 end
7 Cluster.addDatapoint();
8 set = generateSetCover();
9 for s ∈ set do

10 if s = Where-Dim then
11 if Cluster.size < k then
12 supCl = getSuppressedClusters();
13 mergeClusters(supCl);
14 end

// replaces the geo-Information with a more coarse one

15 anonymizeCluster();
16 end
17 if s = Who-Dim then
18 if Cluster.size < k then
19 supCl = getSuppressedClusters();
20 mergeClusters(supCl);
21 end

// replaces the lsb with a *
22 anonymizeCluster();
23 end
24 if s = What-Dim then
25 if Cluster.size < k then
26 supCl = getSuppressedClusters();
27 mergeClusters(supCl);
28 end
29 anonymizeCluster();
30 end
31 end
32 if Cluster.isExpired then
33 releaseClusters;
34 end

Algorithm 4.1: local Anonymization
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Data: Dimension
Result: key of Cluster

1 Cluster = getCluster(dim);
2 if cl = null then
3 generateCluster();
4 end
5 if dim != hierarchical then
6 cl = getNearestCluster(dim);
7 removeDim(cl);
8 if dim != Number then
9 dim2 = moveAsterisk(dim);

10 end
11 else
12 dim2 = generalizeInterval(dim);
13 end
14 add(cl, dim2);
15 end
16 else
17 Cluster.addDimension(dim);
18 end
19 return dim2;

Algorithm 4.2: Cluster classification

finding problem to a minSetCover problem6. The disadvantage of this method is that they
always return the founded set of min cardinality of QID [80] whereas we have the necessity
for all sets of QIDs. Therefore we relaxed the min condition of SetCover and returned all
potential combinations of QIDs. We tested this setting by using a generic input data table from
their paper, i.e. a table with age, sex and state information. We scaled it to one record per second,
representing a one minute query window of CQELS.

Figure 4.6 displays the detected columns per QID over 10.000 repetitions. The graph of the fig-
ure is cropped at window size 30 because the combinations of columns increases exponentially
and therefore the amount of QIDs decreases. Increasing the δ, e.g., to half an hour has no effect
on the amount of QID7.

Algorithm 4.3 detects the combined dimensions of a QID and anonymizes them by using gen-
eralization. Additional potential outliers of all clusters, i.e., clusters that violates anonymization
constraints are suppressed.

When the δ expires, all clusters are removed and the un-suppressed clusters are published on the
Publish and Subscribe event bus.

6A mathematical proof is provided at their appendix
7Tested up to half an hour with 100 repetitions
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Figure 4.6: Number of detected QIDs with 10000 repetitions

4.2.3 Anonymity Experiments

In this section we describe the anonymity experiments made with our prototype. Our main goal
was to detect the best parameters for streaming anonymization w.r.t. to the amount of resulting
IL. First, we defined the ILM that is used in our tests to measure the amount of lost information.
An information is lost, if and only if, a concrete value is replaced by an abstract or suppressed.
Then we defined our executed tests. Independent of the test, we used the data generator isolated
from the streaming engine as input data stream to minimize side effects, such as the initialization
of engine. Furthermore, before we ran a test, we deleted and re-initialized all files to start from
a defined state.

4.2.3.1 Information Loss Metric

The distances from generalized or suppressed data to un-anonymized data is referred as IL. An
ILM is a distance metric counting those distances in the released data. Equation 4.6 defines the
IL for a data point [22].

IL(e) = |e| ∗
∑MaxNi −MinNi

|Ni|
+
∑ H(Λ(∪Cj ))

H(TCj )
(4.6)
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Data: Cluster
1 Cluster Data: Datapoint
2 Datapoint Result: anonymized Cluster

3 for Cluster ∈ allClusters do
4 if Cluster.dimension > l then

// l-diversity check

5 if Cluster.size > k then
// one step down

6 decrementAnonymity;
7 end
8 else
9 incrementAnonymity;

10 end
// anonymize resulting Cluster

11 anonymizeCluster();
12 end
13 else

// l-diversity check failed

14 Cluster.suppress = true;
15 end
16 end

Algorithm 4.3: Anonymization Algorithm

|e| is the number of records of an attribute, |N | represents the size of numeric domainN , Λ(∪Cj )
is the subtree rooted at the lowest common ancestor of every value in ∪Cj andH(T ) is the height
of taxonomy tree T [22].
The comprehensive IL summarizes all IL(e) of the query window. The implemented IL is sim-
pler because every attribute is mapped to a hierarchy. As a result the term of numeric properties
was set to 0.

4.2.3.2 Anonymity Measurements

Parameters of 0 and anonymity parameters 1 ≤ violates the anonymization constraints we de-
fined based on research question 1. Consequently, we excluded such settings from our anonymity
experiments.
In the first test, we measured the influence of the anonymization parameters. We increased one
parameter and the other two were fixed, e.g. k was set to three and the rest to two. We assumed
the δ in miliseconds and increased it by iteration * 250. This tests aimed to find the most dom-
inant parameter from the algorithm. The parameters of the measurements are iterated until 30,
because of the observations made in the previous section (see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.7 visualizes the runtime behavior of the local anonymization with increasing parameters
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k, l and δ.

Figure 4.7: Runtime measurement of local parameters

When the k parameter is low, more time is required to compute an anonymized data set, because
each dimension of a data point is located as separate cluster. When both parameters are increased
the runtime and the amount of clusters decreases. As a result, the runtime and the amount of
generated clusters strongly correlate (see Figure 4.8).
The window time constraint δ has the highest influence on the runtime because it forces to
release all cluster when δ expires (see Figure 4.7 for an analyse of δ parameters).
In the second test, we searched the best parameter for k-anonymity.
Figure 4.8 displays the IL obtainted for increasing parameters of k. The settings for the mea-
surement are the same of the runtime measurements. As a result, the IL increases linearly with
the runtime and directly correlates with the amount of generated clusters.

4.2.3.3 Test Results

One goal of the thesis was to identify the best setting for streaming anonymization. The best
setting was the combination of k, l and δ that ensures anonymity with the lowest IL.
The excerpt of the best combinations regarding IL and runtime are listed in Appendix A.1. A
frequently detected pattern is that best combinations have set k to two, l ≥ 20 and a δ of four.
The resulting average IL is between 0 and 70. The ILM represents the amount of anonymization
movements within a data release, e.g. when data is anonymized the number of IL is accordingly
increased or decreased.
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4.2.3.4 Discussion

l-diversity is an extension of k-anonymity, hence l-diversity has a lower impact on the runtime
of the algorithm compared to the application of k-anonymity.
More generally, density based anonymity approaches such as l-diversity may not applicable be
to streaming engines, because they enforce that the sensitive attribute occur at least l times. This
is contrary to the idea of a query, i.e. selecting data that has a defined attribute.
If we compare our results with those results listed in the streaming anonymity literature [24,67],
we are able to reproduce their results.
Compared to the experiments of Cao et al. we increased the size of the unanonymized data,
because we assumed a discrete data stream. This was a valid assumption because of the variety of
the plain data stream. Consequently, our additional observation 8 is that the amount of detected
QIDs exponentially decreases with the increasing size of the data when the amount of potential
QID is limited by a static number (see Figure 4.6).
When we compare our approach to other approaches from the literature, our implementation
has less IL than the proposed approaches. The IL of approach increases logarithmic and not
linear compared to Cao and Li. However we confirm that, when an anonymization parameter is
increased, the IL also increases (see Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: Information loss of local anonymization w.r.t. setting

When we use the data generation model specified in section 4.1, the amount of outliers is than
increased. Thereupon we made the observation, that the amount of outliers have lower impact on
the runtime, because when a cluster is merged we start with the abstract root node, e.g. Austria,
and move down to the concrete leaf nodes. When a node has more than k children, we generate

8based on those made by Cao [23]
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a separate sub-cluster. As a consequence, when two clusters of outliers are merged and the
resulting cluster is generated in linear time.

4.3 Anonymization of Meta-Data

Our main motivation for anonymization of multiple window data is to avoid inference or distri-
bution attacks over continuously republished data such as data streams [128].
Consequently, our algorithm uses historic anonymization to anonymize temporal changes be-
tween two snapshots and afterward it checks if the data violates any diversity constraints.
Figure 4.9 outlines the anonymization process of two snapshots of one engine 9. Without loss of
generality, a snapshot is data returned by a query window at timestamp t.

Figure 4.9: Flow Diagram for anonymizing multiple query windows

4.3.1 Historical Anonymization

Historical meta anonymization avoids changes of the structure of multiple snapshots by ex-
ploiting the correlation between two „snapshots“ [128]. A modification of the amount of
anonymized snapshot data forms an identifiable record by reducing or adding the anonymization
of non sensitive attributes in two different snapshots. As a result, we use a distance metric to
detect such correlations and anonymize its data thereupon.
In contrast to m-Invariance proposed by Xiao et al. [128], we assume that input data is already
anonymized with k-anonymity, because we used m-Invariance as a further anonymization step
after local anonymization, i.e. the algorithm has no information about un-anonymized data. List
below summarizes all differences of our approach compared to the approach proposed by Xiao
et al.

1. Division Phase
Each datapoint has a signature representing the string concatenation of all non sensitive
attributes sorts the datapoint into a bucket. The intersection of such buckets is stateless
and minimizes the Levenshtein distance between each signature, because the same tuple
of st−1 forms a similar anonymization cluster in the snapshot st.

9The dotted box is optional and is used for debugging purposes
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2. Balancing and Assignment Phase
Our algorithm uses data from the intersection as counterfeit tuples instead of generating
counterfeit tuples. After consuming all data of the intersection and if a bucket is not
balanced, a counterfeit tuple is generated. The main goal of this step is to minimize the
amount of counterfeits.

3. Split Phase
This phase is omitted. It is replaced by collecting all datapoints of all buckets.

Our algorithm stores counterfeit tuples in a separate temporary table as bucket-Id and counterfeit-
tuple pair and prints the table on the command line. Algorithm 4.4 sketches our modified version
of Cao’s m-Invariance.

Data: two Snapshots: st−1, st
Result: m-Invariance of st−1 ∪ st

1 inter = Intersection( st−1 ∩ st);
2 buckets = BucketSort(st−1);
// removes intersection datapoints from st

3 remove(st, inter);
4 while st not empty do
5 Bucket.addDatapoint(bucket);
6 end
7 balancedBuckets = balance(buckets);
8 return balancedBuckets;

Algorithm 4.4: m-Invariance Anonymization

It adds counterfeit tuples, if and only if a bucket is not eligible. A bucket is eligible if all
identifying elements, e.g. „What“-dimension, contains the same amount of data points [128].

Data: buckets of a snapshot
Result: balanced buckets with counterfeit data

1 max← number of Datapoints;
2 for bucket ∈ buckets do
3 if bucket.Datapoint.size ≤ max then
4 generateCounterfeit(bucket);
5 end
6 end

Algorithm 4.5: Balancing Phase of m-Invariance

4.3.2 Anonymity Experiments

In this section we describe anonymity experiments between different data snapshots. Our mo-
tivation was to validate of our algorithm and to detect limitations of it. A further goal was to
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minimize the amount of generated IL. Therfore we provide an enhanced ILM of Section 4.2.3.1
and add a penalty term for the numbers of generated counterfeits.
Then we defined our settings for the tests. The experiments are executed with continuous
streamed data, i.e. static data from previous results are used as seed and streamed to our al-
gorithm.

4.3.2.1 Global Information Loss Metric

We enhance the equation of section 4.2.3.1 by adding a term Ψ for the counterfeit tuples. Equa-
tion 4.7 defines the global IL.

IL(e) = |e| ∗
∑MaxNi −MinNi

|Ni|
+
∑ H(Λ(∪Cj ))

H(TCj )
+
∑ H(Ψ(∪Ti))

|Ti|
(4.7)

The ILM from Equation 4.6 are unchanged, i.e. the first summarizes IL ratio for numeric at-
tributes and the second for taxonomy trees. The new term adds a ratio of the amount of used
counterfeit tuples for a sensitive property combination.

4.3.2.2 Anonymity Measurements

We exclude from our measurments snapshots with one signature of anonymized data and snap-
shots that occured only once, because such data is excluded as trivial case of a anonymized data
stream and therefore not suitable for streaming anonymization.
Our first experiment for anonymizing multiple query windows is a functional test where we re-
produced the results of the paper from Xiao et al. The input data of this test was data from Table
1 and Table 2 and the expected returned data was Table 3 from the m-Invariance paper [128].
Our motivation for this test was to proof the validity of our approach by comparing the output of
both algorithms. The next experiment scaled the m-Invarance w.r.t. to the number of input data
and the number of sensitive attributes up to a maximum of 10 10. This test aimed to detect and
measure the process of generating counterfeit tuples. The input data of the first test was used as
a seed and continuously consumed by our algorithm to produce a comparable output.
We ran the experiment again with seeded data from local anonymization with further data for
simulating an outbreak of illness, i.e., to instigate the generation of counterfeits by increasing
number of outliers. Our last experiment was to analyize the behaviour of the algorithm with sim-
ulated data, i.e., we used data snapshots of local anonymization as seed to generate compareable
snapshots. These snapshots were anonymized with our approach to analyse the behaviour of our
algorithm.

4.3.2.3 Results

The first test proved the validity because it produces the same results listed in the paper [128].
The conclusion of the second test was that the amount of sensitive attributes is proportional to

10Motivated by the Paper from Xiao
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the amount of generated counterfeits. Table A.2 in the appendix lists the precise data and the
setting of this test.
The reason for this observation is that sensitive attributes defines the number of buckets be-
cause their value is used as label. When these buckets are checked for eligiblity, the algorithm
adds counterfeits until the corresponding bucket is eligible. Figure 4.10 displays the number of
measured counterfeits w.r.t. the total number of used tuples and the runtime. Furthermore the
number of counterfeits is direct proportial to the amount of consumed tuples.

Figure 4.10: Number of generated counterfeits as a function of increasing snapshot size

4.3.2.4 Discussion

Our approach has less IL than approaches proposed in the literature, because we generate coun-
terfeit tuple if and only if we cannot use existing data from the intersection. Therefore, the
amount of generated counterfeit data is minimized because the ILM considers counterfeit as an
additive term.

Furthermore, our approach copes with n sensitive attribute instead of being limited to one [127].
A consequence of our tests is that the number of sensitive attributes scales linearly with the
number of generated counterfeits and we can confirm the observations of m-Invariance made in
the literature [127, 128].

We discarded t-closeness, because this anonymization technique requires global background
knowledge of the snapshot. It changes when our algorithm anonymizes a new snapshot, and
as a result the background knowledge is rebalanced in every iteration. Hence the background
knowledge is temporal stateless, i.e. it has no information about the previous snapshot and
therefore it does not prevent de-anonymization between multiple snapshots of data streams. As
a consequence current proposed solutions of streaming t-closeness does not fit into the scope of
our Research Question 1 [25].

m-Invariance addresses this problem by generating a counterfeit tuple and each snapshots has
uniform distribution that slowly changes w.r.t. to the time [36].
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4.4 Visualization

The goal of the visualization is to display and summarize the generated data in a user friendly
way by calling appropriate methods of the endpoint. Before data is retrieved the visualization
has to register listeners on the corresponding channel from the endpoint.

4.4.1 Endpoint

The endpoint for registering a communication channel is programmed in Apache CXF. The data
is sent chunk-wise11 to avoid HTTP 413 errors. This error occurs when a too large list of data
points is serialized.
The number of chunks is fixed at n

50 where n is the size of the result set. The data load is
minimized by splitting the data into anonymization, IL and debug data. Every data is released
on the channel and by default the application registers on the anonymization channel.

4.4.2 Front-End

The Front-End is programmed in JavaScript (JS). Open source libraries, such as OpenLayers
and Pusher are used to display the geographical information of a datapoint. The end user is
able to choose between multiple visualizations, e.g. a heatmap or pins depending on the type of
information that shall be displayed.

4.4.2.1 OpenLayers

OpenLayers displays the „Where“dimension of the datapoint as geo-shape on a map. A geo-
shape is colored if and only if the incidence rate is higher than a threshold 12 of the maximum
incidence rate that is retrieved from the endpoint13. Figure 4.11 displays the map view colored
political districts with a high incidence rate.

4.4.2.2 Pusher

Pusher allows stateless communication between the REST endpoint of meta-anonymization and
the front-end. The library itself is licensed under the MIT license, but built of a commercial
company. Therefore there are restrictions on the amount of messages being sent every day.

11Approximately 50 datapoints per chunk
1220, 40, 60 and 80%
13http://www.ages.at, Accessed 21.3.2015
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Figure 4.11: Map view of anonymized incidence rate per political district
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and Future Research

Anonymization with an adequate utility has to be ensured before the data is released. These
goals are achieved by our two level architecture.
We developed an adaptive streaming anonymization algorithm to maximize the generated utility
of our architecture. This algorithm adjusted the anonymization to the consumed amount of data
and to the available data at the LOD cloud. As a result, it suppressed or generalized single parts
of the four dimensions from a data point. We tested this approach with a parameterized data
generator to analyse its limitation w.r.t. different statistical disease models. Consequently, our
streaming algorithm produced a lower IL than current solutions from the literature.
Based on the results of the streaming algorithm, we anonymized data between similar snapshots
to avoid unmasking individuals that do not change within several snapshots. We tested the
scalability of our approach by increasing the amount of data for a single sensitive attribute.
Our solution has the advantage that it is highly extensible and independent of the implementa-
tion. Hence it allows to add or remove engines or properties during execution. Furthermore it is
implemented as a lightweight and separated the streaming anonymization from the anonymiza-
tion of the snapshots.
A further research direction is to improve the model of the background knowledge of adversaries.
An adversary may have absolute facts or partial related knowledge of specific groups of the
demographic distribution, for instance that male persons never have ovarian cancer. In addition
he may receive background information from other sources or use inference mechanisms to
unmask individual by combining those data sources [71].
Another research direction is the exhaustive exploration of statistical models with LOD to mini-
mize the model drift by periodical refinements with linked (stream) data. The idea of exhaustive
exploration is to systematically explore the state-space of the model w.r.t. to defined model con-
straints [35].
When a model is built from a data set, the modeller may use data from Eurostat1 or any other
statistical LOD dataset. These datasets contain defined concepts that are interlinked2 with other

1http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/de Accessed 10.3.2015
2e.g. with the „sameAs “ relation
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datasets. As a result, the state-space of the model is unlimited, and it potentially finds solution
consuming less resources or better satisfying its constraints.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Optimization of anonymization Parameters

The scope of this test is to find optimal parameter combinations for k, l and δ. The test algorithm
generates 1000 datapoints and anonymizes them. After the algorithm finishes the IL, the amount
of generated clusters and the runtime are measured. Measurements with k = 1 are excluded, be-
cause this combinations release data unanonymized. Table A.1 contains the fourty combinations
w.r.t. IL1 and runtime and is sorted by IL and Runtime descending.

1This property is the pivot property
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k l δ Number of Clusters Information Loss Runtime (in msec)
2 17 4 0 0,000 177
2 25 4 0 0,000 344
2 27 3 169 10,000 2173
2 23 4 170 20,000 1775
2 30 4 257 20,000 2494
2 28 2 129 25,000 781
2 28 4 71 25,000 1133
2 18 3 160 25,000 1835
2 30 2 159 30,000 1335
8 26 2 191 30,000 1544
2 13 3 375 30,000 3062
2 20 4 303 30,000 3432
2 12 4 205 35,000 2741
2 24 4 270 35,000 3344
2 25 3 133 45,000 1593
2 17 2 410 45,000 3438
2 7 3 218 45,800 2985
2 8 4 266 45,800 3203
2 29 2 199 50,000 1919
2 10 4 249 50,000 3766
5 5 1 463 50,400 3266
2 8 3 262 50,800 3034
2 7 4 263 50,800 3188
2 9 1 403 55,000 1626
2 27 1 528 60,000 1945
2 13 2 344 60,000 2297
2 14 2 402 60,000 2563
2 23 2 365 60,000 2682
2 15 3 256 60,000 3122
2 9 3 303 60,000 3374
2 26 4 297 60,000 4011
9 27 2 481 60,600 5528
2 6 2 385 61,600 2709
2 6 3 191 61,600 2935
2 6 4 241 61,600 3763
2 2 3 310 63,200 5076
2 10 1 561 65,000 2034
2 19 2 468 65,000 2823
2 14 4 225 65,000 3418
3 26 4 453 65,200 6349
5 28 4 91 65,600 1031
2 29 1 411 70,000 1511
2 7 1 587 70,000 2008
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A.2 Counterfeit Data Test Result

Table A.2 displays the results from the meta-anonymization test. In this test the snapshot data
is continuously increased and the amount of counterfeits are measured after each test. A test is
repeated 100 times. The amount of sensitive attributes are set to four.

Datapoints Min 1.Quartil Median 3.Quartil Max
10 0 0 1 3 8
50 0 0 7,5 17,25 45
100 0 5,75 24 38 77
200 2 35 49,5 84,5 245
300 37 54 85 135 240
400 4 69 92,5 162 340
500 42 90 127,5 210,5 427
750 37 127 180 295,25 646
1000 6 171 271 420,75 1016
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